This is a demonstration of O-Plan. More details of the planner, papers describing it, on-line demonstration and download links can be found on the O-Plan Web Site.

http://www.ai.ai.ed.ac.uk/project/oplan/
What planning techniques are included in O-Plan? Check all that apply.

- Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) Planning
- Partial-Order Planning (POP)
- Constraint Satisfaction
- Plan-Space Search
You can try O-Plan on this task yourself if you wish. Select a number of logical volumes and a number of physical volumes and hit Plan. Look at the Unix script generated.

Try O-Plan on the Unix Systems Admin Script Generation task now

http://www.aiai.ed.ac.uk/project/oplan/web-demo/volume-groups.html

The planner is running on a web server at Edinburgh, try later if it's busy.